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Definitions of OpenMusic Terminology: 
 
Functions:  

Perform an operation on data; 
 
 

2 + 2 
2 is data, + is a function. 
 

Classes: 
 

Classes store data. 
Core classes include NOTE, CHORD, and VOICE. 
Sometimes referred to as Objects. 
Preview musical data. 
 

Lists: 
 

OM deals with data in the form of ‘lists’. Lists take the format of 
‘(data)’, and are ordered, such as: (Monday Tuesday Wednesday 6 7 
8). OM makes working with lots of data in lists easy. A list could 
contain, for example, the pitches and rhythms you will use in a 
piece. 
 

MidiCents: 
 

MidiCents are numerical representations of pitch values, as they 
correspond to the Grand Stave. Here is a cheat-table of intervals: 
 
I n t e r v a l MidiCent Value 
Unison  0 
Minor 2nd 100 
Major 2nd 200 
Minor 3rd 300 
Major 3rd  400 
Perfect 4th  500 
Augmented 4th 
Diminished 5th  

600 

Perfect 5th  700 
Minor 6th  800 
Major 6th  900 
Minor 7th  1000 
Major 7th  1100 
Octave 1200 
 
‘Middle C’ is 6000. Each semitone is 100 cents, and each wholetone 
is 200 cents. Therefore, ‘E’ above ‘Middle C’ is described by the 
midicent (mc) value of 6200.  
 
Evaluate: To make something happen in OM, you must ‘evaluate’ it. 
When you evaluate, OM will run the specified functions on whatever 
data you have given it. 

 
 
 



Useful features of OpenMusic: 
 

om+: addition function 
om-: subtraction 
om*: multiplication 
om/: divide function 
 
flat: Given a list, will ‘flatten’ it to one layer: 
 (this(is(a(list)))) 

becomes 
(this is a list) 
 

x-append: Given two lists, will turn them into one: (a b c) (1 2 3) 
becomes (a b c 1 2 3) 

 
nth-random: returns a randomly chosen value (called an element) from 
the a given list:  

(a b c d (efg)) 
Could give any of: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(efg) 
 

Repeat-n: Repeat-n will do whatever you give it in the left inlet, 
as many times as you tell it in the right inlet.  

 
NOTE: Holds and displays information (most importantly the midicent 
value) of a single note. 
CHORD: Holds and displays information of multiple notes, in a list: 

(6000 6400 6700) 
as well as other potentially useful data. 
 

CHORD-SEQ: Holds and displays information of multiple notes and 
chords, in a list: 
(6000 (6100 6200) 6300 (6400 6500) 6700 6800 (6900 7000 7100 7200)) 
As well and information on onsets, durations, dynamics, and so on. 
 

Useful keyboard short-cuts 
 

	


